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Welcome to the Star Colonies. This is the brief manual of the game.

1. About the game
„Star Colonies“ is the real-time strategy game. The goal of the game is : rule the galaxy! You need
to build buildings on planets, mine resources and build your unbeatable fleet. Research new
technologies to improve your ships or to improve abilities of your race.
Winning condition is to conquer all of enemy star systems.
When you loose all of your star systems - you lost the game.

2. The Galaxy screen
The game starts from this screen.You can see all the galaxy from here. You will command your
fleet from here too. When you click on the center of „Fingus“ system, turn to the next page.
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3. The Star system screen
You can construct or demolish buildings on each planet of your star system.
Every building consumes some energy, so don’t forget to build powerplants to have enought surplus
power, otherwise Factories, laboratories and mines will not work.
Also you can build fighters from here. Press „Back“ to return to Galaxy screen.
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If you wish to build a building, tap the planet with at least one free slot, then choose the building
from menu on the left side and click on it. Dialog box with building description should appear.

4. The Research Center screen
You can conduct a research from this screen. It will cost no money, but it takes some time. Every
research costs some research points (RP). A „Lab“ building generates research points, so more labs
means faster research. Click the row to select a technology.
Press „Back“ to return to Galaxy screen.
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5. Command your fleet
You need to command your fleet to conquere enemy star systems or to settle down on unocuppied
ones. Keep in mind that your ships have limited operation range. To incrase their operation range
you have to research higher level of „Fuell cells“ technology.
To send ships to another star system drag your finger from your own system (with some ships) to
another one. Bold white line will follow your finger. When you move it on reachable system it
changes color from white to blue (unocouppied) or red (enemy system). When you release your
finger the dialog window ask you to confirm your order.
Remember : if you cannot see any circles around target system, it is not in range of your fighters.
In a such case you have to increase your level of knowledge in „Fuel cells“ technology.
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6. Races
You will play different maps for different races. Each of them has special limitations in research.
And each of them has its own history:-)

Human
Mediocre in battles (attack & defense), mediocre in research.
Thinks that he is the only one master of the universe...fool.
Bonus : extra housing on green planets, large research tree

Robots
Former miners and slaves, made by human. During the time they got
lesser research abilities. Robots got freedom during Ziraf rebelion.
Bonus : extra housing on each planet, faster ship production

Octans
The oldest and the most wise race in universe. They know anything about
everything, especially about their sad experiment, human race. Their
ancestors comes through black holes. Current octans are a little
bit..sennile?...and they do not know how to travel in such elegant manner.
But still, they are much more clever against human kind.
Bonus : extra ellectricity on purple planets, strong ship defense

If you encounter any issue or if you like to share some idea with us, do not hesitate to contact us at
blueplopgames@gmail.com Good luck in conquering the galaxy!
BluePlop team
www.blueplop.com

